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ABSTRACT:
The study regarding Islam and Muslim world is increasing these days in Japan. Several
universities have established institutes and departments in their disciplines for this purpose.
Besides studies on Islamic world, South Asia is also covered with its socio-political and cultural
norms. In this respect, importance is also given to Islamic revival movements and modern Islamic
thoughts by several prominent scholars and research students in their research studies and
projects. Among them, Prof. So Yamane of Osaka University, and Ms. Sunaga Emiko and Sasaoki
Noriko of Kyoto University's Institute of Islamic Area Studies, are quite active in studies of South
Asian Islamic movements and thoughts and written research papers and articles especially on the
contribution of Abul A'la Maududi and Jamat-e-Islami of Pakistan. In this article a survey is
conducted what Japanese scholars have contributed in Japan in the studies particularly covering
the activities and thoughts of Abul A'la Maududi in the revival of Islam in South Asia through his
writings and his movement, Jamat-e-Islami in Pakistan. 
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Documentation Regarding 
Ryo u  Format ion of  Jama' a t-e  Is l ami .

 Tatsen-Kanki ni Okeru Seiji jo Shakai.

















Saiyid Abu al A'la Maududi's Islamic Revivalism and the Establishment of Dar -
 al-Islam.

Maududi's Islamic Revivalist Movement: A Dynamic Study of Indian Muslim -
   Intellectuals of the 20th Century.

  Legal and Inevitable War in Islam- in Maududi's Al-Jihad fi al Islam. -
  Horizons of Islam in South Asia: Iqbal and Maududi. -





   



Maududi: Islamic National Characteristic 
 Bulletin of Asia Pacific Studies,  Authority.

  












 










Characteristics of 
the Quranic Interpretations

in the  Urdu Language:

From Shah Waliullah to

 Maududi





   



 G-COE Series 



Islamic 
Revival and Urdu Publication in Pakistan: A Study of Maulana Maududi as a Writer and

 Thinker.






 










 








 








   






































 



   










































   


















  

 




Urdu Works of Abu al A'la Maududi, An Annotated 

 Bibliography



 

 








   




 




 



  
















 



   




 Kyoto Bulletin of Islamic Area Studies








 (Multi-media Presentation) 


 



Material on Maodudi in AQEEL COLLECTION  















   




The Fi rs t Japanese  Muslim Shotaro Noda (  

 Annals of Japan Association for Middle East Studies.  1868-1904).


Annals of Japan Commercial Museum in Istanbul (1928-1937)  

 Association for Middle East Studies.

  Gondai Shakai Kankyu.  Japanese Islam Policy.

 



 -  XI  Bulletin of Asia-Pacific Studies.  

 II Ajia Taiheiyo Ronsi  
 -  Kansai Arab-Islam Research Journal  

 -  Memoirs of the Research Department of the Toyo Bunko.  

: Researec Series of South  National Institute of HumanitiesNIHU  
  Asia and Islam

 



   


